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The relative desirability of Portland Cement and 
asphaltic concrete as highway surfacing materials is a 
subject that produces violent arguments~ but one on which 
there is little useful informationo The experienced engi-
neer~ familiar with the intricacies of highway construction 
and design~ has little factual information at his disposal 
which is really useful in deciding between the two ma-
terials in a given situation and~ therefore, must rely~ to 
a great extent~ on his subjective evaluation. The tax-
payer~ having little or no appreciation of the various 
factors affecting the performance of the two materialsj 
while he must pay for these roads~ has not even sufficient 
information at his disposal to make an educated guess re-
garding the relative desirability of asphaltic concrete 
and Portland Cement. 
Before a decision can be made relative to a surface 
material on a given project~ it is necessary to examine all 
the factors which will affect the road and to coordinate 
all the efforts which have been directed towards determi= 
nation of the magnitude of their effects. In order to do 
thisj it would be necessary to review many different re-
ports and theories. The purpose of this study is to show~ 
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in one paper~ the effects of the various factors such as 
traffic~ maintenance~ and construction costs on the 
Oklahoma test road to expose the area where further ex-
perimental research is necessary and discuss what is being 
done in this area~ and finally to reduce factors of con-
sideration to a minimum and submit for consideration a 
guide for decision making relative to these two 
materials. 
Appreciation is expressed to the Ideal Cement Company, 
whose financial assistance made this work possible. Also, 
indebtedness is acknowledged to Dr. Paul E. Torgersen, 
Professor Phillip Manke, and Professor H. G. Thuesen for 
their valuable guidance and advice; and to the following 
for the loan of reports and papers, and the gift of expe-
rience and advice which made this study possible: The 
Oklahoma Highway Department 9 The Highway Research Board of 
the National Academy of Science~ the National Bureau of 
Public Roads 9 and the Kansas State Highway Department. In 
particular~ credit goes to Mr. B. H. Myers, Office of In-
formation and Statistics~ Oklahoma State Highway Depart-
ment 9 who spent considerable time and effort ,_in locating 
information~ no matter how difficult to find, which would 
be helpful in this work. 
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History of the Oklahoma Test Road 
In l"Iay of 1953 9 the 24th Legislature of the State of 
Oklahoma passed House Joint Resolution 536~ authored by 
Collins and Long of Seminoleo This Resolution authorized 
and instructed the Oklahoma Highway Commission to ''conduct 
adequate and conclusive tests of Portland Cement and 
asphaltic concret;e pavement on an approximate four-mile 
section on one of Oklahoma I s heavily traveled roads o uu ( 1). 
The reasons underlying the initiation of this Resolution 
were described in House Joint Resolution 536 as follows: 
lo 1rhe Legislature felt that a review of the 
paving materials being commonly used on 
Oklahoma roads was in order~ due to the 
expectation of enlarged highway programs in 
the futureo 
2 o There were doubts in the minds of individual 
Legislators as to the feasibility of con-
tinued use of asphaltic concrete as a paving 
material,, due to the fear that excessive main= 
tenance costs on this type of paving would 
1 
seriously reduce the amount of money available 
for the construction of new roads in the 
future. 
2 
3. That the people of the State of Oklahoma needed 
reassurance that everything was being done to 
insure that the roads being built were the best 
obtainable and ~ncorporated the most desirable 
paving materials from the viewpoint of the max-
imum miles of good road for each dollar spent in 
the highway programo 
In order that these issues should be resolved~ House 
Joint Resolution 536 instructed the Oklahoma State Highway 
Com.mission to~ 
1. Lay a test road consisting of Portland. Cement 
and asphaltic concrete paving. Each material 
was to be used in approximately four miles of 
paving and the two materials were to be .layed 
in parallel sections in order that each would 
be subjected to the same soil and traffic 
conditions. 
2. Maintain detailed information concerning the 
costs incurred relative to each type of paving 
material ,u so as to determine the durability 1 
lasting gualities 9 first costs, and surface 
maintenance costs under truck and auto traffic." 
(1). 
3. Bring the location and purpose of this project 
into public view by the erection of appropriate 
signs at the test location and the release of 
progress reports to the presso 
4o Make periodic reports to the Legislature and to 
a Citizens Committee, whose membership was out-
lined in House Joint Resolution 536, as to the 
progress and results of this test road. (l)o 
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In addition to these requirements stipulated by the 
Legislature, it was decided, by the Highway Commission, to 
review all plans and specifications with, and solicit ad-
vice and consultation from, The Portland Cement Associa-
tion and The Asphalt Institute relative to their area of 
interest. 
These instructions have long since been carried out 
and the Oklahoma test road has been open to traffic and 
observation since January 15, 1955. Obviously, the re-
sults are not all in since, at this time, both sections of 
paving are serviceable links in heavily traveled highways, 
but sufficient information is available to point the way 
to some interesting observations concerning the relative 
desirability of the two major paving surfaces used in our 
time. 
Scope and Objectives of This Study 
The objective of this study is to analyze the Oklahoma 
test road from an economic standpoint, from its inception 
to the present, and draw such conclusions as are justified 
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by a test of this duration. In addition, the various pos-
sible outcomes of this road test will be evaluated and a 
set of rules will be presented which may be generally use-
ful in deciding between the two surfacing materials in a 
given situation. These rules may be useful in supplement-
ing or replacing those used by various states at the pres-
ent, ,s.ince they are more specific than the "rules of thumb" 
now prevalently used, and incorporate the effects of the 
time value of money and present worth,as explained by 
Thuesen (2), and inflation as well as the relative service 
life of the surfaces~ 
Another area of interest which will be discussed is a 
comparison and critical evaluation, to such a degree as 
possible, of the results of several other projects of a 
related nature which either have been or are being con-
ducted in the United States. In this regard, an acceler-
ated life testing experiment carried on by the National 
Academy of Science, Washington, D.C., and sponsored by 
the American Association of State Highway Officials, which 
has recently been completed in Illinois, will be examined. 
This test effort will, henceforth, be referred to as the 
AASHO road. 
Finally, a brief discussion of the more intangible 
variables, such as safety and ease of travel, which have 
bearing on the desirability of various paving materials 
will be presented in regard to Portland Cement and asphal-
tic concrete. 
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It is hoped that an unbiased comparison, emphasizing, 
impartially, the relative merits of both types of surfacing 
materials will be effected, and that this comparison will 
then prove instructive to the many persons interested in 
this matter from a personal~ practical or academic point 
of view'l thus making a significant contribution to the 
store of information available regarding Portland Cement 
and asphaltic concrete as highway paving materials. 
Justification of the Study 
It is felt that a study of the Oklahoma Test Road and 
other similar projects is justified for several reasons. 
The primary reasons are~ 
1. There is need for an objective summary and 
evaluation of the Oklahoma Test Road and in-
corporation of the results of other studies 
in this area in order to fill an existing in-
formational vacuum. 
2. To aid in satisfying the curiosity of the 
people of the State of Oklahoma concerning 
the relative merits of the two_ surfaces. That 
this curiosity exists is evidenced by the fact 
that'l according to Highway Department offi-
cials~ the single question most frequently 
asked by the public'l at the exhibits 9 lectures'l 
etc. ~ sponsored by the Department 'l is iu which 
surface provides the best and most economical 
road in the long runj asphalt or Portland 
Cement. 00 (3). 
3. There is a need for the establishment of de-
cision criteria relative to the two surfacing 
materials which have been objectively arrived 
at and are based on consideration of the sev-
eral variables pertinent to the relative de-
sirability of Portland Cement or asphaltic 
concrete in a given situationo 
Creditation of Information Sources 
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The information contained herein was obtained prima-
rily from a collection of reports~ bulletins~ and communi-
ques concerning the Oklahoma test road~ which were provided 
by the Oklahoma Department of Highways~ Frank D. Lyons, 
Director 9 the Highway Departments of Texas, Arkansas, and 
Kansas~ and the official reports on the AASHO test road~ 
which were published by the National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF RELATED RESEARCH EFFORTS 
IN HIGHWAY PAVING 
While there are~ and have been, many testing efforts 
being conducted, and already completed, in the United 
States in an attempt to clearly define the desirability of 
asphaltic concrete versus Portland Cement paving, only two 
of these projects have been chosen for discussion at this 
timeo These two are (1) a field test project, analogous to 
the Oklahoma test, sponsored by and constructed in the 
State of Indiana, a~d (2) a detailed destructive testing 
effort carried on under the auspices of the Highway Re-
search Division of the Academy of Science, Washington, 
DoCo, and sponsored by the American Association of State 
Highway officialso These two projects were chosen for re-
view because they represent the primary types of research 
being carried on at the present time in this areao 
The Indiana test road is a similar effort to the 
Oklahoma test road in that it also is a field test of the 
two surfaces under normal design practice and regular 
traffic conditionso It is an effort to compare the two 
surfaces incorporating the actual climatic and traffic 
conditions of a particular localeo It is in this type of 
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testing that the most information concerning the relative 
durability of each material under actual conditions is to 
be foundo Unfortunately~ field testing of asphaltic con-
crete and Portland Cement has become popular so recently 
that there are no significant results apparent at this 
time in regard to the actual life of either surfaceo It 
is encouraging~ however, to note that while the results of 
this type of effort are primarily of regional interest~ the 
fact that it is being carried on 9 in other than the Okla-
homa area~ points out the consideration of the worth of 
field projects which is given them by the country as a 
wholeo The actual results of this project are, like the 
Oklahoma test project, only partially in and are of lim-
ited interest in this study due to the regional restric-
tions mentioned above. For this reason~ no further refer-
ence is made to the Indiana test effort. 
The AASHO test roadj on the other hand, typifies (and 
is) the most advanced example of the type of basic research 
conducted under artificially established usage conditions. 
The results of this type of testing are universal in in= 
terest in that at least certain of the factors involved 
apply to all paving~ regardless of locationo 
This experiment was carried out under the more so-
phisticated principles of factorial design, incorporating 
careful replication 9 and an extremely detailed analysis of 
many variables and effects was made. The experiment was 
designed to show 9 among other things, the effect of 
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different designs and wheel loads on the serviceability of 
both flexible and rigid type pavements. (4) From these 
results, it can be seen under what designs and wheel loads 
each type of paving is completely unsuitable from a serv-
ice standpointo Cost, however, was not a primary factor 
of interest in this experiment and, as a result, the con-
clusions per se are of limited interest to anyone not in-
volved in the more technical aspect of highway construction. 
The AASHO road was a combination of six paving loops 
which were each divided into sections and different design 
characteristics (surface depth, sub-base depth, etc.) were 
incorporated into each section. At completion of construc-
tion, certain wheel loads (representative of those found 
in practice by and confined to a constant load on each 
lane of each loop) were applied by driving vehicles of 
these loads around the loops repeatedly. In all, a total 
accumulation of 1,114,000 axle load applications (the 
measurement criteria used) was attained during the test 
and this represented over 17 million miles of drivingo In 
order to measure the serviceability of the sections, a 
serviceability index was established (along with appro-
priate rating procedures) which used as a criteria the 
ability of a section to serve public needs. This index 
and the accompanying rating procedures were developed by 
agreement of a large number of highway experts. This in-
dex was based on a combination of many factors which af-
fect the evaluation of the conditions of a roadway. The 
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scale used ran from a minimum of zero to an ideal of five. 
It was determined then that a new, well built road (such 
as the two surfaces of the Oklahoma test road) rated ap-
proximately 4.5 on the serviceability index. It was also 
generally agreed that at a serviceability index rating of 
2.5,most states would (according to normal practice and 
expected continued use of the road) consider resurfacing 
of the roadway desirable. (4). 
Many other variables and effects were, of course, 
measured during this test, but the above service ratings 
of each of the sections (made at two-week intervals) and 
the loads applied were considered, after a thorough study 
of the official AASHO reports, to have the most bearing 
and applicability to a study of the Oklahoma test road. A 
major restriction applying to the direct projection of the 
AASHO serviceability results on the Oklahoma test road was 
found to be the fact that, due to the relatively short 
time during which the AASHO experiment was operative, cer-
tain important variables, affecting the actual service 
life of a road in normal use, were held to be insignifi-
cant. One of the most important of these is weather and 
the resulting wear due to erosion, etc. It was, therefore, 
found that when an attempt was made to project., from the 
AASHO findings, the road life of the two surfaces on the 
Oklahoma test road, there was no correlation between these 
predictions and the experiences of the Oklahoma Highway 
Department in the past. This finding was substantiated by 
an evaluation study of the AASHO results which was re-
cently completed by the Oklahoma Highway Department. 
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It is because of these difficulties, inherent in an 
accelerated testing program, that field testing is of such 
importance, both for its own sake and as a means of pro-
viding adequate information with which to qualify the re-
sults of projects like the AASHO road. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE OKLAHOMA TEST ROAD 
A Preliminary Discussion of the 
General Characteristics of 
the Two Surfaces 
One of the major difficulties encountered in an at-
tempt to directly compare Portland Cement and asphaltic 
concrete as paving surfaces stems from the inherent dif-
ference in the design concepts and strength characteristics 
between the two surfacing materialso These inherent dif-
ferences introduce many extra variables which tend to re-
strict the validity of generalizations about the desira-
bility of either. Some of these variables will be pointed 
out in this discussion. 
The first basic difference between Portland Cement 
and asphaltic concrete is that Portland Cement is a rigid 
surface paving material~ while asphaltic concrete is a 
flexible surface paving material. The effect of this dif-
ference is that~ in Portland Cement paving, the cement 
slab carries the entire applied load as well as providing 
the riding surface of the highway, while asphaltic concrete 
provides only the riding surface and moisture protection 
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as the applied load is distributed through and carried by 
the sub-base soil. In Portland Cement paving, the sub-
base primarily provides only a means of giving the cement 
slab a uniform resting place. This, of course, means that, 
for a given load, the sub-soil conditions and availability 
of proper sub-base materials are major design considera-
tions in regard to asphaltic concrete. In Portland Cement 
paving , on the other hand , while the sub-base is still im-
portant, as a strength ( and cost) factor, is is secondary 
to the thickness of the cement slab. (It should be pointed 
out,at this point , that both types of paving can be de-
signed to adequately carry any given wheel load.) In order 
to better show the difference in design and method of load 
support , the following typical sections are displayed with 
approximate load distributions superimposed on them. 
These seGtions should illustrate the fact that the 
first costs of Portland Cement paving are dependent prima-
rily upon the design load; the first costs of asphaltic 
concrete are dependent on the design load (designates 
depth of sub-grade preparation) , and on the availability 
of adequate quantities of sub-grade materials. It is for 
this reason that , in the case of extremely hi gh loading or 
especially impact loading , the depth of asphaltic concrete 
sub-grade preparation required would raise the first cost 
to a point equal to or exceeding that of Portland Cement. 
In these cases, there is no doubt as to which material is 
the most desirable. The loads encountered in highway 
14 
design~ however~ are not of this magnitude and~ therefore~ 





Figure lo Typical Designs for Asphalt and 
Portland Cement Paving 
In summary 9 it can be said that there is no question 
about the fact that maintenance costs on asphaltic concrete 
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exceed that of Portland Cemento The question is this: 
Under normal highway usage conditions, do the combined 
first costs and maintenance costs of asphaltic concrete 
exceed that of Portland Cement prior to the time that the 
Portland Cement surface requires resurfacingo This con-
trol point~ the resurfacing of the Portland Cement~ was 
chosen for this study for several reasonso The first 
reason being that when an overlay is put on a Portland 
Cement highway section it is common practice to use as-
phaltic concrete for this overlayo The second reason for 
using the original Portland Cement surface as a 99 control" 
is that~ it is also common practice to consider all main-
tenance costs from this time on as being maintenance on an 
asphalt roado The third reason is that the author was ad-
vised by Phillip Manke~ Professor of Civil Engineering at 
Oklahoma State University~ that the road obtained under 
this practice was~ to all intents and purposes~ entirely 
new and distinct; from either of the original two 
roads and that further maintenance could be justifiably 
credited to asphalt since this additional maintenance was 
primarily made up of riding surface repair and the riding 
surface is now asphaltic concrete. 
With the above characteristic differences and assump-
tions in mind 9 one can now examine the Oklahoma test road 
and attempt to project the cost picture on this road to 
the control point 9 the resurfacing of the Portland Cement 
section. 
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The Roadway Design of the Oklahoma Test Road 
As previously mentioned 9 the design and construction 
of the two paving sections were of the standard type gener-
ally authorized by the Oklahoma Department of Highways, 
but with the additional feature that the services and ad-
vice of the engineers and laboratory and field testing fa-
cilities of The Portland Cement Association and The As-
phalt Institute were solicited in an effort to obtain the 
best sections of the two surfaces possible at the timeo 
Each of the respective interests involved were invited to 
recommend changes in the roadway design and to join in the 
inspection of the construction of the roadwayso With only 
one exception~ the changes requested by the two associa-
tions were incorporated in the final design. This one ex-
ception concerned a recommended compaction of the road bed 
embankments on the asphalt sections to 100% of Standard 
Proctor Densityo This was recommended by the Asphalt In-
stituteo After investigation by the State Highway Depart-
ment and with the concurrence of the Bureau of Public 
Roads 9 it was decided that a compaction of 95% of Standard 
Proctor Density should be usedo This was, however, an in-
crease of 5% over the 90% compaction level normally used 
on asphalt construction at that timeo (6). 
The general design features and location of the test 
road are as follows~ 
The Oklahoma test road is a four-lane divided 
highway with dual 24 foot wide pavements and a 30 
foot wide center median stripo The outer road 
shoulders are 10 feet in widtho The maximum 
gradient is approximately 3o0% and the maximum 
curvature is 2 degreeso Horizontal sight dis-
tance is unrestrictedo The test roadway was 
divided into a checker board with the south half 
of the project on the west side (south bound 
traffic) and the north half on the east side 
(northbound traffic) being surfaced with Portland 
Cement concrete pavemento The alternate sections 
(south half~ east and north half, west) were sur-
faced with asphaltic concrete. This layout will 
make possible effectively identical traffic con-
ditions on each surface materialo 
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The site selected for the test road was on UoSo High-
way 77 (now part of Interstate Highway 35) immediately 
north of Oklahoma City~ Oklahoma 1 and extending approxi-
mately 4 miles north. (6). 
Figure 2 is a reprint from press release by the 
Oklahoma State Highway Department showing the sections 
surfaced with each material and a typical paving sectiono 
This section shows the essential differences in construc-
tion between the two surfacing materials as well as the 
test layouto 
...-.&'L. L.,--
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ANALYSIS OF PAST TRAFFIC DATA AND PROJECTION 
OF PROBABLE FUTURE CONDITIONS 
The traffic conditions experienced on any highway are, 
of course~ among the most important factors affecting the 
service life of the road. In addition, it is generally 
accepted that, especially in the case of extreme condi-
tions, the load and frequency of the traffic has a direct 
bearing on the desirability of the road surfacing mater~alo 
Certain criteria will be advanced in the conclusion of 
this dissertation which may be used to define these ex-
treme conditions. It is the purpose of this section to 
discuss the actual traffic conditions experienced on the 
Oklahoma test road~ project these experiences into the fu-
ture, and, therefore, to provide information pertinent to 
the economic analysis of the test road which follows. 
The calculations found in this section are based on 
the results of the permanent traffic recorder placed on 
the test road and manual spot traffic checks made period-
ically by the Oklahoma Highway Department. This informa-
tion is published annually and the traffic information on 
the Oklahoma test road has been displayed in four annual 
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reports for the years 1957, 1959, 1960, 1961. (7). Asta-
tistical regression analysis was run on this data and the 
projections of future traffic conditions indicated by this 
analysis are displayed in Table I, which follows the 
plotted raw data shown in Figure 3. 
The linear regression equation was determined to be 
of the form y =a+ bx where y = the average number of 
vehicles per day and x = the time in months since the 
opening of the test road (assumed for this analysis to be 
January 31~ 1955). 
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PAST AN"D PROJECTED FUTURE TRAFFIC FREQUENCY 
ON THE OKLAHOMA TEST ROAD 
Average number of vehicles by type/day/direction 
Single unit trucks Trk-Trctr-Semi 
Pssngr Light/ 2-Axle= 2 Axle- 3 Axle 3 Axle 4 Axle Full/ 
T1"kS0 4 Tro 6 Tro Trailer 
Year 76.23% 7.2g'), L.3% 5.88% 0.27% 4.02% 4._63% 0 .. 38% 
1955• 1974 189 34 1.52 7 104 120 10 
1956* 1903 182 33 147 7 100 116 10 
1957* 2001 191 34 154 7 106 122 10 
1958* 1860 178 32 1~~4 6 98 113 9 
1959*. 1753 168 30 135 6 92 106 9 
1960* 2153 206 37 166 8 114 131 11 
1961* 2706 259 46 209 9 143 164 13 
1962 2308 221 39 178 8 122 140 12 
1963 2465 237 42 190 9 130 150 12 
1964 2774 265 47 214 10 146 168 14 
1965 3005 287 51 232 11 158 183 15 
1966 3238 310 55 250 11 171 198 16 
1967 3470 332 59 268 l~ 195 212 17 
1968 3702 354 63 286 13 200 225 18 
1969 3935 376 6? 3o4 1L~ 208 239 20 
1970 4078 390 70 3~5 14 215 248 20 
1971 4197 401 71 323 15 221 255 21 
1972 4197 401 71 323 15 221 :?55 21 
1973 4197 401 71 323 15 221 255 21 
1974 4197 401 71 323 15 221 255 21 
1975 4197 401 71 323 15 221 255 21 
*Actual measured figures. {?)o 
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nExy = 3j747,681~120 
ExI:y = 361,211,280 
nEx2 = 101,436,144 
Ex2Ey = 281,464':1167,070 
Ex Exy = 211,743,983,280 
The equation of the line was determined to be 
Y = 742 + 25o4X 
and a correlation coefficient was found to be Oo869lo This 
indicates excellent correlation and would probably be even 
better if there were not present a cyclical effect within 
each yearo This cyclical effect, which may be observed on 
the plot, is due to increased travel during the good 
weather period and a corresponding decrease during the 
winter months. While this effect tends to distort the 
calculated correlation, it is constant enough in magnitude 
to not have a disturbing influence in the long runo The 
regression line is superimposed on the traffic graph and 
extended past 1961 as an estimate of the future traffic 
conditions to which the road will be subjectedo This in-
crease in traffic load is not expected to diminish soon 
due to the periodic opening of new sections of Interstate 
Highway 35 (of which the Oklahoma test road is a part), 
which contributes an increase in traffic with each new 
section opened. This intermittent addition of more 
sources of traffic and increased incentive to use this 
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particular route is, in itself, a source of some variabil-
ity in the traffic pattern. As can be observed at the 
final period from which traffic data was available, a 
rapid increase is present. This increase is due to the 
fact that the last six months of actual data correspond to 
the summer and early fall of 1961 and also to the period 
after the addition of a critical section of Interstate 35 
which effectively linked Kansas City, Missouri with Okla-
homa City , Oklahoma (only about 35 miles was still uncom-
pleted). This type of situation will not occur frequently, 
therefore , it is expected that a more stable pattern as 
well as a return to the analytical projections will con-
tinue. It is important to note that even small scale con-
tributions to an increase in traffic will cease to come 
from this addition of segments of Interstate 35 as this 
roadway will be completed to Kansas City, Missouri, and 
far enough south of Oklahoma City to have little addition-
al significance within the next several years . It is for 
this reason that an upper limit of 5500 vehicles per day 
(in each direction) has been placed on the traffic projec-
tions . This is somewhat higher than the 62.7% increase 
predicted by the Bureau of Public Roads for the next 
twenty years. (3) . Other factors may alter this value, 
but in the light of present information, it is reasonable 
to use this value (expected to be reached in mid-1970 
after approximately 15.5 years of service) for cost calcu-
lations. By the same token , the opening of the Oklahoma 
test road was accompanied by the opening of additional 
sections of Interstate 35 which, for some time, gave a 
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somewhat stable influence to the traffic pattern of the 
roado This can be observed at the left edge of the graph 
and continues over into 1959. During this period, there 
was limited advantage to using the road and a more distinct 
seasonal influence is observed. 
As much of a factor in determining road life as the 
frequency of traffic is the type of traffico By type of 
traffic, the reference is to the size and weight of the 
traffic load . By manual sampling on the Oklahoma test 
road, the breakdown shown in Table II was obtained. (7). 
TABLE II 
TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION ON THE OKLAHOMA TEST ROAD 
Type Vehicle 
Passenger 
Lt. trailer comb . and 
single unit trucks 
(panels and pickups) 
Single unit trucks 
2 axle - 4 tired 
2 axle - 6 tired 
--2..._axle single unit 




Full trailer comb. 
Avg. wt .•/vehicle % of traffic 
4,000 lbs. 76.23 
5,195 lbs. 7.29 
6,797 lbs. 1.30 
11,165 lbs. 5.88 
21,428 lbs. 0.27 
25,157 lbs. 4.02 
36,214 lbs. 4.63 
23,327 lbs. 0.38 
•Excepting passenger cars, these weights are based on 
a ten year average of findings of loadometer studies by 
Oklahoma State Highway ·Department. 
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This concludes the discussion of present and probable fu-
ture traffic conditions on the Oklahoma test road •. The 
information contained herein will be referred to later 
when the economic structure of the test road is considered. 
CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION OF ACTUAL TEST ROAD EXPENDITURES 
FOR PERIOD THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1961 
Preliminary Discussion of Cost Classes 
The costs which have been incurred in association 
with the Oklahoma test road can be subdivided into three 
major areas of interest. The first two of these areas 
are concerned with the initial construction of the road 
and are classified as: 
1. Incidental construction. This class includes 
all construction required to ready the roadway 
for surfacing. 
2. Paving items. This class includes all costs 
relative to the actual surfacing of the pre-
pared roadway. 
The third primary cost classification is, of course, main-
tenance of the road after it was approved b~ the State and 
was opened to traffic. 
The cost classj incidental construction, was not con-
sidered as an item of 'first cost', as provided in the House 
Joint Resolution 536, by the State due to the fact that 
this is a cost common to any type of highway construction 
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and is a function of the soil composition and condition 
rather than being a function of the surfacing material 
usedo ( 6) o This segregation of the 'incidental construc-
tion' costs, having been confirmed by several sources as 
legitimate in view of the purpose of the test project, has 
also been utilized in this reporto 
10 1st" Costs 
With the above reservations established, the initial 
construction cost of the surfacing of the Oklahoma test 
road is as follows: 
Portland Cement Section. The contract for the con-
struction of the Portland Cement segment of the 
Oklahoma test road was awarded to Dahlgreen and 
Brooks of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, for a low bid 
of $444,602.310 This bid included incidental con-
struction costs of $26,074.520 The actual, rather 
than estimated, cost of surfacing the cement segment 
was $419,510.60 (exclusive of incidental construe~ 
tion costs). (6). 
In determining the cost of construction of 
both the Portland Cement and asphaltic concrete seg-
ments, it will be considered as standard practice to 
use actual cost figures. While there is some justi-
fication for the stand that the contract amount re-
flects the true cost to the State,sinee this is the 
amount paid, it is a justified conclusion that the 
actual construction cost is the best criteria for 
comparison of the two surface materials. It is 
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felt that this is a more stable cost while the 
contract amount of the low bid reflects, in addi-
tion to the surface used, the good judgment of the 
estimator, the conditions of the economy and other 
variables which are of no concern in this compari-
son. It is fortunate 9 indeed 9 that no penalties or 
excessive weather conditions arose which would have 
tended to distort the actual cost picture. If these 
conditions had been present and not of a type to be 
segregated~ then the argument for using estimated 
costs as more truly representative of average con-
ditions would have had considerably more merit. 
Asphaltic Concrete Section. The low bid estimate 
(accepted by State) on the asphaltic concrete seg-
ment of the test road was submitted by Metropolitan 
Paving Company? of Oklahoma City~ Oklahoma, for the 
amount of $353 9007.58 of which $30,849.65 was asso-
ciated with incidental construction costs. The 
actual surfacing cost of the asphaltic concrete 
section was $316,043.19 (exclusive of incidental 
construction costs). (6). 
Comparison of the 00 1st Costs 11 
From the above costs, it can be readily seen that the 
difference in uo 1st costs 00 between the two surf acing 
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materials was $103,467.41 with the Portland Cement surface 
being the more expensive of the two. 
While no breakdown of the actual costs incurred on 
this project is obtainable, and not really necessary, any-
one interested in an approximate breakdown may refer to 
that included in the original estimates included in the 
accepted contracts. Reproductions of this information are 
included as Appendix A. 
Maintenance Costs 
The maintenance cost comparison is of particular in-
terest due to the large amount of publicity accorded this 
class of costs , not only on the Oklahome test road , but on 
all types of construction using these two materials. This 
publicity , of course, has been fostered by the respective 
ins ti tut es . 11 1st costs II have also been publicized , but 
there is little doubt existing as to the fact that Portland 
Cement is usually more expensive to install under normal 
highway construction conditions . The real argument is 
whether there is sufficient difference in maintenance 
costs during the life of the roadways to justify (or ne-
cessitate) this added initial expense. 
In the following summary of maintenance costs, it 
will be seen that the totals given below do not correspond 
exactly to those shown in the total expense breakdown 
(reproduced from Oklahoma State Highway Department re-
leases and included as Appendix B). The reason for this 
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deviation is that, in the opinion of experts in highway 
construction, certain of the costs shown in these releases 
do not reflect on the surface used, but on other factors 
of the environmento Included among these are (a) seeding, 
sodding, and planting, (b) all roadside repairs, (c) 
traffic services except traffic lines, (d) cleaning~ re-
pairing, and installing culvertso (3), (8)0 With these 
considered omissions, the maintenance cost breakdown for 
the years 1956-1961 is as follows in Table III o 
TABLE III 
MAINTENANCE HISTORY ON THE OKLAHOMA TEST ROAD 
Year Asphaltic Concrete Portland Cement 
1956 $ 185031 $ 222.77 
1957 1,742079 771.17 
1958 695094 620031 
1959 1,602003 1,623.11 
1960 2~551053 2,409064 
1961 51.1726021 (47,867074 resurfaced) 2~992030 
Total $ 58,503081 $ 8,639.30 
Total 
Less Re-
sur.f'acing $ 10 ,636007 
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Graphically, the combined '°1st costs" and maintenance 
costs for the period 1956-1961 may be displayed as follows 
in Figure 4. 
The following graph (Figure 4) shows reasonably well 
the cost picture that has been experienced on all highway 
comparisons except that itj like all other efforts in this 
area~ does not go far eriougho In the next chapter, the 
cost picture will be evaluated in the light of the possible 
number of asphaltic concrete resurfacings, which may be 
experienced prior to the time that the Portland Cement 
section requires resurfacing (the control point chosen for 
this study as explained previously). An analysis of these 
combined actual and projected costs will then be made on 
several time-value bases to show the relative effect, if 
any, of t~is consideration on the desirability of the two 















































- 322,820.79 - 320:-269.26 
317,971.29 318,667.23 
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Year end 
Figure 4 . Cumulative Cos t Hi story on the Test Road 
CHAPTER VI 
EVALUATION OF THE RELATIVE COSTS TO BE 
EXPERIENCED UNDER VARIOUS 
PERFORMANCE RATIOS 
Explanation of the Method of 
Comparison Used 
The original intent of this study was to compare the 
actual experienced costs of the Oklahoma test road and 
then to estimate the end result of the test by applying 
these cost figures to projections of the life of the two 
surfaceso These projections were to be obtained from 
evaluation of either the AASHO road findings or actual 
road history information which would then be applied to 
the Oklahoma road. As has been explained earlier, the 
projections made using the AASHO findings were totally 
unrealistic when compared to reasonable estimates of road 
life. They indicated road life spans which were much too 
long. At this point~ the alternative of using actual road 
experience in this State and others as a base for projec-
tion was examined. Here it was found that, while road 
histor~es told when a section was resurfaced, it did not 
tell why, nor was there any reason to believe that this 
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resurfacing was done at the time that it was first neces-
sary. In short 1 too many factors other than need affect 
the time~ in practicej that a roadway is resurfaced. The 
determination of which roads in Oklahoma will be resur-
faced or reconstructed is based on an official Sufficiency 
Rating Index. Under this system 9 each section of roadway 
in the State is evaluated under the criteria of its ability 
to handle adequately the traffic load being placed on it. 
The roads are then rated as completely adequate~ adequate~ 
inadequate 9 and critically inadequate. The factors which 
may place a road in the critically inadequate category~ 
which 9 due to available finances~ is the area where work 
is normally performed~ are surface condition 9 surface 
width 9 alignment 1 sight distance~ and other factors of 
safety~ and the free movement of the traffic load. (9). 
With this rating system~ certainly a realistic one~ it is 
conceivable that a brand new road~ which was suddenly sub-
jected to a large increase in traffic, might be critically 
inadequate and~ therefore 9 widened and resurfaced while an 
old~ seldom used road whose surface was in deplorable con-
dition might be rated as adequate. It was for thi.s reason 
that projections of the life of the two surfaces were not 
obtainable from road histories. This also points up the 
need~ for comparative purposes~ of either expansion.of the 
test road program under various traffic conditions~ or 
adequate record keeping of the point at which roads needed 
resurfacing for condtions of surface alone, whether or not 
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this resurfacing was doneo Since the project of the test 
road results on a reasonable basis was found to be impos-
sible, it was decided to evaluate the outcome of the road 
under several performance ratios and indicate decision 
rules which would apply under each. The performance ratio 
was determined to be the number of times that the asphaltic 
concrete section required resurfacing prior to resurfacing 
the Portland Cement section. 
In addition to the performance ratio~ the effect of 
inflation~ as it affects highway construction costs, and 
the time value of money were considered. Using Table IV, 
once the true performance ratio has been determined by 
field tests? a person may choose the rate of return, by 
reviewing the next section 9 that he deems desirable and 
look up the probable outcome of the cost picture of a roadway. 
He may in addition make a decision relative to surface 
material by computing the ratio of the estimated 1st cost 
of Portland Cement to that of asphaltic concrete and com-
paring it with the value found in Table IV~ and if it i.s 
larger he should choose asphaltic concrete; if it is 
smaller 9 he should choose Portland Cement. A qualification 
of the indiscriminate use of the table results in that 
Table IV is applicable to roadways on which the traffic 
load is similar to those found on the Oklahoma test road. 
If the estimated traffic load differs greatly from that 
given in Chapter IV and the performance ratio has been de-
termined for these conditions 1 then the procedure developed 
TABLE IV 
PRESENT \/ORTH AND CRITICAL RATIO 
LIFE INTEREST RESURFACE (Ni = Years to Resurfac~ i) 
RATIO l..t COSTS 
NO. RATE RATIO "i "2 "3 n4 "5 n6 "i B2 
PORTLAND C.IJ!ENT 0 3.00 S 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 u.46 - - ·--- - 316,043 -47,867 51,527 
:1 PORTLAND CEME!,'T ~ 3.00 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 - - - -- 316,043 35,718 29,468 
PORTLAND CD'.fflT 10% 3.00 419,510 ASP!!ALTIC CONCRETE 6 ll.46 - - -- - 316,043 27,021 7,266 
PORTI.AND Cll!ENT ·o 3.25 419,510 47,867 ASP!!ALTIC CONCRETE 6 u.46 15.41 316;043 51,527. 
2 PORTLAND Cll!ENT % 3.25 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.41 - - - 316,043 .35,718 29,468 
PORTLAND CEMENT 10% 3.25 419,510 ASl'l!ALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.41 - -- - 316,043 27,021 17,266 
PORTLAND Cll!ENT 0 3.5C 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 u.46 15.41 - - - 316,043 47,867 51,527 
3 
PORTLAND CEl'.ENT 
% 3.5C 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.41 - ·-- - 316,043 .35,718 29,468 
PORTLAND CEMENT lat 3.5C 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONC!!El'E 6 u.46 15.41 -- - 316,043 27,021 17,266 
PORTLAND CEMENT 0 3.75 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 u.46 ·15.1+1 - - -- 316,04:3 47,867 51,527 
4 PORTLAND CEMENT % 3.75 419,510 ASPHAlTIC CONCRETE 6 ll.46 15.41 - - -- 316,043 35,718 29,468 
PORTLAND CEMENT lat 3.75 419,510 
17,i66 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 u.46 15.41 - ·-- - 316,043 27,021 
PORTLAND CEME!,'T 0 4.00 '419,510 ASPHAlTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.41 - - - 316,043 4?,867 51,5?? 
5 
PORTLAND CEMENT 
5% 4.00 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.41 - - - 316,043 35,718 29,468 
PORTLAND CEMENT lat 4.oo 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 n.46 15.41 - -- - 316,043 27,021 17,266 
PORTLAND CEMENT 0 4.25 419,510 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE -6 n.46 15.41 19.17 - - 316,043 47,867 · 51,5?? 
PORTLAND CEMENT 




ASPHAlTIC CO!ICRETE 6 11.46 15.41 19.17 - - 316,04) 27,021 17,266 
TABLE 





















419,510 .- 415,437 
- 419,510 381,229 
419,510 - 360,330 
419,510 · - 429,071 
419,510 - 387,700 
419,510 - 363,472 
419,510 - 442,705 
419,510 - 394,171 
419,510 
366,615 
419,510 - 4.56,339 
419,.510 - 4oo,642 
419,510 - 369,757 
419,510 - 469,972 
419,510 - 406,948 
419,510 - 372,900 
419,510 - 484,512 
419,510 - 1>13,lll 
419,510 
375,241 
RATIO OF 1st COSTS 























LIFE .INTEREST RESURFACE (N1 = Years to Resurfacill:@; :i~ 
RATIO SUl!FACE 
NO. RATE RATIO ~ n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 
PORTLAND CEMENT 
0 4.50 ASPHALTIC CONC.RETE 6 . 11.46 15.71 19.17 -- --
7 
'POllT.LA!ID C.ro:NT % 4.50 ASPHALTIC CONC.RETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 -- -
PORT.LA!ID CEHIW 10% 4.50 ASPHALTlC CONCRErE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 - -
PORT.LA!ID CEMENT 0 4.75 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 l5.7l 19.17 - -
PORTLAND CEMENT % 4.75 ASP!!ALTIC CONCRErE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 -- --
PORT.LA!ID CEMENT 10% 4.75 ASl'HALTIC CONCRErE 6 ll.46 15.71 19.17 - --
POllT.LA!ID CEMENT 0 5.00 ASPHALTIC CONCRErE 6 l.l.46 15.71 19.17 - --
9 
PORTLAND CEMENT % 5.00 ASP!!ALTIC CONCRErE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 - --
PORTLAND CEMENT 10% 5.00 ASPHALTIC CONCRErE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 -- --
POR!LAND CEMENT 0 5.25 ASPHALTIC CONCRErE 6 l).,l~ 15.41 19.17 22.70 
10 PORTLAND CEMENT % 5.25 ASP!!ALTIC CONCRErE 6 11.46 15.41 19.17 22.70 --
POllTLAND CEMENT 10% 5.25 ASPHALTlC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.41 19.17 22.70 -
PORTLA.!ID CEMENT 0 5.50 ASPHALTIC COIICRErE 6 ll.46 15.41 19.17 22.70 --
ll PORTI.A!ID CEMSIT 5;,; 5.50 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 ll.46 15.41 19.17 22.70 -
PORTLAND CEMENT 10% 5.50 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.41 19.17 22.70 --
PORTLAND CEMENT 
0 5.75 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 l.l.46 15.41 19.17 22.70 --
12 
PORTLAIID CE!!l:NT 
% 5.75 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 u.46 15.41 19.17 2,.70 
PORTLAliD CElIDIT 
10% 5.75 ASP!!ALTIC CONCRErE 6 11.46 15.41 19.17 22.70 --
(Continued) 
lst COSTS 
"J. •2 •3 •4 
S 419,510 
316,043 47,867 51,527 54,535 29,oBo 
419,.510 
316,043 35,718 29,468 25,719 12,326 
419,510 




47,867 51,527 54,535 43,620 
316,043 
419,.510 
35,718 29,468 25,719 18,489 
316,043 27,021 17,266 12,570 7,623 
419,510 





29,468 25,719 24,652 




.51,527 54,535 58,161 
316,043 35,718 29,468 25,719 24,652 
419,510 
316,043 27,021 17,266 12,570 9,364 
419,510 
316,043 47,867 .51,527 54,535 58,161 
419,510 
316,043' 35,718 29,468 25,719 24,652 
419,510 
316,043 27,021 17,266 12,570 9,364 
419,510 
316,043 47,867 .51,527 54,535 58,161 
419,510 
316,043 35,718 29,468 25,719 24,652 
~;:6l.~ 


















































































LIFE INTEREST RESURFACE (N1 = Years to Resurfacing i) 
RATIO SURFACE 
NO. RATE RATIO nl n? n3 ll4 n5 n6 
PORTLAND CEMENJ' 0 6.00 ASP!!Al,TIC CONCRETE 6 n.46 .15.71 19.17 ??.70 --
13 
FORTI.AND Cll!ENT 
5% 6.00 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 22.70 --
PORTLA~'D CEMENT 1CY% 6.00 ASP!IAI.TIC CONCR:."'rE 6 n.46 15.71 19.17 '2?.70 --
PORTLAND· CEMENJ' 0 6.25 ,ASPHALTIC CONCR:."'rE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 '2?.70 ?6.28 
14 PORTLAND Cll!ENT 5% 6.25 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 ?6.?8 
POIL."'LAND CEMENT 1CY% 6.25 ASP!IAI.TIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 n.70 26.?8 
PORTLAND CEMENT 0 6.50 ASPHALTIC CON:RETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 ?6.?8 
15 PORTLAND CEMENT 5% 6.50 ASP!!AI.TIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 ?6.28 
PORTLAND CEMENT 10% 6.50 
ASPHALTIC CONCRE'l'E 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 ?6.28 
PORTLAND CEMENT 0 6.75 ASPHALTIC COi/CRETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 '2?.70 26.28 
16 
.FORTI.AND CEMENT 5% 6.75 ASPHALTIC CONCREI'E 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 ?6.?8 
PORTLAND CD:ENT 1CY% 6.75 
.ASPliALTIC CONCRf.'TE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 26.28 
PORTIM'D CEMENT 0 7.00 ASPl!ALTJC CONcru:rE 6 n.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 ?6.28 
17 
PORTLAND CEMENT 5% 7.00 ASP!IAI.TIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.71 ·19.17 ??.70 ?6.?8 
PORTLAND ClliEhT 1CY% 7.00 ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 6 11.46 15.71 19.17 ??.70 ?6.?8 
(Continued) 
1st COSTS 




51,577 .54,535 58,161 
316,043 35,718 :,9,468 
419,510 
25,719 ?4,65'2 




51,5?7 54,535 58,161 
316,043 35,718 29,468 '25,719 24,65? 
419,510 
316,043 27-,021 17,266 1'2,570 9,364 
419,510 
316,043 47,867 51,5'27 54,535 58,161 
419,510 
316,043 35,718 '27,468 '25,719 24,65? 
419,510 




51,5?7 54,535 58,161 
316,043 35,718 ?9,468 ?5, 719 ?4,65? 
419,510 
316,043 '27,021 17,?66 10,570 9,364 
419,510 
316,o43 47,867 51,5?7 54,5;,5 58,161 
419,510 
316,043 35,718 ?9,468 25,719 24,652 
419,510 

















































IIAXIO OF let COSTS 




















later in this chapter may be used to calculate the criti-
cal ratio of 1st costs. 
The Effect of Inflation and the Time 
Value of Money 
Inflation~ as it is evidenced in rising highway con-
struction costs, is a real factor in an accurate compari-
son of Portland Cement and asphaltic concrete. This is 
because of the basic difference in the manner in which 
costs are incurred with the two materials. Portland Cement 
is characterized by a high initial investment followed by 
a slight but relatively constant maintenance cost. As-
phaltic concrete') on the other hand 1 is characterized by a 
lower initial cost, followed by a relatively stable main-
t;enance cost similar to that found on Portland Cement 'l but 
periodically broken by large resurfacing costs. Since 
costs to be incurred in the future') under the present eco-
nomic conditions 9 can be expected to be substantially 
higher than those associated with the same work today? it 
:is necessary to take this into consideration in any eco-
nomic evaluation. 
For the above reason 9 a linear regression analysis 
was performed on data provided by the Bureau of Public 
Roads (10) surface cost index and the costs, indicated by 
this analysis 9 to be associated with resurfacing at the 
estimated times of resurfacing were used to compile Table 
IVo ('rhese estimated resurfacing costs are displayed in 























ESTIMATED RESURFACING COST 
Cost Year Index Value 
43 ')564 1976 118.194 
44,325 1977 119.705 
45')087 1978 121.216 
45,848 1979 122.728 
46,609 1980 124.239 
47,370 1981 125.750 
48,131 1982 127,261 
48,893 1983 128.772 
49,654 1984 130.284 
50~416 1985 131.795 
51~177 1986 133.306 
5l'l938 1987 134.172 
52,670 1988 136.328 
53,461 1989 137.840 
54~223 1990 139.351 
54,984 1991 140.862 
55,745 1992 142.373 
56,507 1993 143.884 
57,268 1994 145.396 

























Table V.) This regression line, which is super-imposed on 
the surfacing cost index graph (Figure 5), was found to be 
of the form y = 36.596 + 1.5112x. Yin this case repre-
sents the cost index number and Xis the variable associ-
ated with the time in years since 1922. For an evaluation 
of this equation to 1995, see Table V (page 41). In re-
gard to Table IV , an index reading of 100 corresponds to a 
cost of resurfacing the Oklahoma test road of $50,387. In 
conjunction to this, a correlation analysis was performed 
to verify the approximation of the cost graph by a straight 
line and the correlation was determined to be .9515. This 
indicates almost perfect correlation and the slight devia-
tion is caused by the depression years of the 1930's. If, 
for some reason , the economic picture should change so that 
this function no longer represents the true trend, then, as 
with the traffic, this change may be taken into considera-
tion in the formulas given later and, therefore, give more 
satisfactory comparisons than Table IV. 
The application of the theory of the time value of 
money , more commonly referred to as interest rates , to a 
comparison of paving materials is, unlike the effects of 
inflation, more subject to controversy. In ess ence, there 
are three major points of view on this matter which are 
satisfactory for this comparison. 
The first faction advocates that assigning an interest 
rate to highway appropriations is inappropriate because a 
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money in a given year and does not have the prerogative of 
either spending that money or reinvesting it. This group 
states that, should the department show a surplus at the 
end of the year, the result would simply be a reduction in 
their appropriation for the next year. 
A second school of thought submits that since both 
states and the Federal Government are large borrowers of 
money, it is necessary to take into consideration the 
rates that they have to pay for these funds. This is 
especially pertinent due to the large amount of Federal 
aid which is devoted to highway construction. The argu-
ment here is that the Government pays approximately 3.5% 
interest on Federal and municipal bonds, and in addition 
the revenue on these bonds is not subject to Federal taxa-
tion. Since the primary holders of these bonds are either 
corporations who are subject to a 52°fe tax or wealthy indi-
viduals who are likely to be in the 500fe or above tax 
bracket, this group advocates that it is reasonable to 
assign a 5% rate to these borrowed funds and to proceed on 
this basis. 
The third point of view argues for the assignment of 
up to a 10% rate of return to the expenditures for high-
ways. They argue thusly; since, i;t' · this money were 
not spent by the Government, it could be retained, in the 
form of lower taxes, by the people. The people, they say 
could receive up to and possibly exceeding 10% for their 
money from alternative investments. For this reason, they 
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feel that a 10% rate of return is applicableo 
In order to appease all of these factions, Table IV 
is calculated for all of the three rates advocated and 
factors are given in Appendix C,for each, which may be 
used in the expressions developed in the next section. 
Development of Present Worth Formulas 
and Procedures for Calculation of 
the Critical Ratio 
In an attempt to compare the costs associated with two 
or more engineering alternatives, it is necessary :to bring 
the costs of each to their equivalent amount at some spec-
ified time period. This is easily done by using the con-
cept of present worth as explained by Thuesen (2). In 
essence~ this involves the determination of what amount 
would need to be invested~ at a specified interest rate 
immediately in order that future expenditures could bemeto 
Thuesen (2) advances certain factors which are useful in 
this type of analysis. These factors are: (a) The 
00 single payment present-worth factor~ 11 cal-led PS i - n~ 
which can be multiplied by an expected expenditure 11 S 11 , 
occurring 01 n 10 years in the future and this product is the 
amount oupuo which must be presently invested, with a rate 
of return i, so that the amount 10 S 00 will be available 'l (b) 
The 01 equal payment series present-worth factor,' 0 called 
PR i - n, which~ when multiplied by an annual payment for a 
period n gives the present worth of this series of n annual 
46 
payments 9 considering a rate of return i 9 (c) The ueequal 
payment series capital recovery factor, uo henceforth 
referred to as RP i - n 9 is a factor that, when multiplied 
by an anticipated expenditure P~ gives the equivalent 
annual amount R 9 which if collected for n years will re-
sult in the return of P plus compounded interest of an 
amount io Selected tables of these three factors may be 
found in Appendix 0 9 for i = 5% and 10% and n from 1 to 35 
yearso 
Once this present worth concept is understood~ the 
following formulas suggest themselveso To evaluate the 
present worth of the expenditures on either surface, it is 
necessary only to sum the present worths of each individual 
expenditureo This 9 of course 9 involves only the 1st Cost 
of Portland Cement since the small maintenance cost is 
held insignificanto For asphaltic concrete, on the other 
hand 9 the following relationship resultso 
Present worth= I+ s 1 + s 2 + oo• st 
where I 1st Cost 
sl = The estimated cost of the first 
resurfacing x PS i - n1 
S2 = The estimated cost of the 2nd 
resurfacing x PS i - n2 
etco 
st= 1 ::::: The estimated cost of the t-1 
resurfacing x PS i - nt-l • 
Example: 
4-7 
st= The estimated cost of the tth resurfacing 
x RP i - (~ + 1 - n.J x PR i - [ ( nt + 1 - nt) 
(The fractional part of the performance 
ratio)]o 
xPSi-nt 
n1 represents the time lapse to theist 
resurfacing. 





nt=l represents the time lapse to the t - 1 
resurfacing 
nt represents the time lapse to the tth 
resurfacing 
t = the whole number portion of the perfor-
mance ratio. 
Given: Performance ratio of 4.25j i = 5%i 
Required: Determine a) Present worth of Portland 
Cement. 
b) Present worth of asphaltic 
concrete. 
Solution: 
a) Present worth= I = $4-19~510 
b) Step 1: Solve for n1 ~ n2~ n3j n4,; 
n1 = 6 years= 5,473,175 vehicle passages 
(from actual experience). 
n2 = 11.46 years = 6 + 5 .4-6 years = 6 yrs. 
+ time for 5,473,175 ad-
ditional vehicle passages. 
n3 = 15.41 years. 
n4 = 19.17 years. 
Step 2: Solve for s1 , s 2 , ••• st 
48 
s 1 = Cost of resurfacing at Index level 100% 
Index level x 100 at l955+n1 xPS 8 _ 6 
= $50,387 X .95 X .7462 = $35,718. 
Similarly~ 
s 2 = $501387 x 1.023 x .5719 (Interpolated) 
= $29~468. 
s 3 = st-l = $50j387 x 1.08 ~ .4716 (Interpo-
lated)= $25,719. 
s 4 = st = $ 50 'l 387 X 1 0 15 X RP 5-( nt + 1 - nt) 
x PR5 _ ( n ) x PS 5 t+l - nt - nt 
4 
= $50~387 x 1.15 xRP5 _ 3 •57 xPR5 - .89 
49 
= $50,387 x 1.15 x .31865 (Interpolated) 
x 084728 (Interpolated) x .3925 
(Interpolated= $6,163. 
Step 3: Solve.for present worth. 
Present worth= I+ s1 + s 2 - st-l + st 
= $316,043 + 35,718 + 29,468 
+ 25,719 + 6,163 = $413,111. 
Once the present worth of the two surfaces has been 
calculated, it is a simple matter to compute the critical 
ratio of 1st Costso This may be done using the following 
relationship: 
Critical Ratio = I for Portland Cement I for asphaltic concrete+ present 
worth, Portland Cement - present 
worth, asphaltic concreteo 
For the above example~ this becomes: 
- 419,510 --- - 419.L21Q 
Critical Ratio = 316,043 + 419,510 - 413,111 - 322,442 
Comparing this ratio, given that the performance 
ratio has been experimentally determined to be approx-
imately 4.25, with the ratio of estimated 1st Costs for a 
proposed roadwa~ if the estimated 1st Cost ratio exceeds 
the critical ratio, then asphaltic concrete would appear 
50 
to be the most desirable materialo If~ however, the ratio 
of 1st Cost estimates is smaller than the critical ratio, 
then Portland Cement would be indicated. It is_ appropri-
ate to add that there exists limiting regions where one 
material or another is clearly indicated regardless of 1st 
Cost ratioo These have been determined to exist as 
follows: 
1~ If the initial design considerations~ traffic 
volume and intensityj etc., indicate slab 
thicknesses less then approximately 6 inches~ 
there is doubt that Portland Cement is a de-
sirable surfacing material. (11). 
2. If the design considerations are such that 
extremely high loads, such as large impact 
loads~ must be handled 9 there is doubt as to 
the advisability of using asphaltic concrete. 
The critical ratio will~ however~ indicate a 
preference for Portland Cement prior to this 
point. 
In summary, since most highway designs fall in be-
tween these extreme conditions~ the critical ratio com-
parison should prove helpful in deciding between the two 
materials~ as soon as sufficient experimental evidence has 
been accumulated to reliably indicate performance ratios 
applicable under various average traffic volumes. 
CH.APTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
To attempt a direct comparison between asphaltic con-
crete and Portland Cement as highway paving materials is a 
difficults as well as prodigious~ undertaking. This is 
especially true~ not only because of the inherent proper-
ties of the two 9 their method of supporting traffic and 
design characteristics~ but also because of the lack of 
realistic comparative information. Surprisingly enough 5 not 
withstanding the great monetary investments for which this 
work accounts in this country~ only recently have the 
states embarked on critical evaluational testing programs~ 
such as the Oklahoma test roado The various highway 
agencies have not'l in fact~ even made the best use of an 
available source of information~ their road histories and 
evaluation reportso These remarks are not intended to be 
unfairly critical~ for much work has been done~ but only 
to emphasize the need for additional experimentation under 
actual field conditions and the maintenance of records of 
such a form as to shed light on road life characteristics 
under varied traffic loads. This type of information will 
enable more detailed economic comparisons of the type 
found herein'l and possibly prove the validity of this 
51 
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approach. In any event, it is hoped that until more 
comprehensive studies can be conducted, the ratios deter-
mined here will provide a significant step forward in pro-
posing reasonable and quantitative criteria for evaluating 
the two materials prior to their installation. 
It would be wrong to leave the impression that eco-
nomic considerations are the only ones affecting the rela-
tive desirability of asphaltic concrete and Portland Cement. 
Since the ultimate duty of a public highway, whatever the 
surface material, is to adequately, 9afely, and comfortably 
carry the private and commercial traffic load placed upon 
it by the people who own it, it is desirable to take into 
consideration all factors which affect the realization of 
these functions . Other than the economics of highway con-
struction and maintenance, such factors as maintenance of 
skid-free surfaces in various weather conditions, the ef-
fect of surface on vision and mental fatigue under adverse 
conditions, the contribution to wear on the vehicles 
traveling the road , more specifically the effect on tire 
wear of the surface material, and the rideability of 
smoothness and comfort characteristics of the two surfaces 
should be taken into consideration. These are some, but 
not nearly all, of the more or less qualitative variables 
which affect material desirability. Unfortunately, even 
less is known about these factors than about those . perti-
nent to a pure economic comparison. This is due, perhaps, 
to the greater difficulty of data accumulation in 
53 
conjunction with this area of evaluation. This is not to 
say, however, that nothing is being done in this regard. 
The AASHO test effort, for example, conducted extensive 
tests on the coefficient of friction present on both rigid 
and flexible pavements under varied weather and wheel load 
conditions. These tests showed that only slight difference 
could be detected between the two surfaces. Hopefully, 
when information is available, correction factors can be 
introduced into the economic relationships developed here, 
which will allow recognition of these effects. 
Until these intangible variables can be evaluated, it 
is necessary to be content with simple cost comparisons in 
order to make decisions relative to the surfacing material 
to be used on a prospective roadway. It is hoped that the 
criteria advanced here will aid in this endeavor. While 
the Oklahoma test road was the one examined, the results 
and criteria developed should prove valuable in scrutiniz-
ing any road which is located in Oklahoma and will be sub-
jected to similar traffic loads. In the event that the 
) 
conditions are so dissimilar as to make the tabulated 
critical ratios inapplicable, the method of analysis used 
in this presentation should prove helpful in projecting 
the costs to be associated with any highway proposal.' 
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0 KLAHOMA COUNTY -TEST ROAD 
PROJECT Fl - 130 (10) A~PHAL nc CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
(Lotting of August 3, 1954) 
O~lahomo Teo/ Road Bid Prices of Metropolitan Paving Co., Oklahoma City, low bidder at $353,007.58 for 3.934 
milos, StaSilized Aggregate Base Course with Asphaltic Concrete surface course beginning just North of Witcher 
lnte1~hango and extending North lo just North of Junction 11f U.S. 66 and U. S, 77 East of Edmond. 
PAVING ITEMS 
8" X l 8'' Concrete Curo·····---"- .. ---··----------··---- ............................................... . 10,259, f.., F', I.SO 
Sut.b.:J~e (6"X31_1 -5!t.' 1 ) ................................................................................... .. 29, Sta. 133,00 
StabUized Aqqn~(;'Qle Ba6e Couroe ...................................................................... . 39,266, Ton 2,59 
PreparaUon of Si.:bqrode (.8:) , .............................................................................. .. 269. Sta. 7.00 
Typ,'..' A Ag~cqate , ......................................... ., .................................. '. ................ . 12,885, Ton 5.85 
7y~,e 8 Ac;grc,:;;ale ......................... , ................................................................... . 8,437, Ton 5,80 
A!l~alt (85 • l 00 pen.) ...................................................................................... .. 1,409. Ton 22.15 
Teck Coat (AE-5) ............................................................................................... . 8,638. Gal. ,13 
Pr1n:e •J.:::zterlal .......................................................................................... , ....... . 46,513. Gal. .12 
Suitab:o Soll for Aophalt StabJllzad Baoe ............................................ ,; ............. . 9,538, C, Y, ,40 
1,..1ar.1~ula:lon (6" X 10') Asphalt Stab., ................................................................. .. 374.6 Sta. 15.00 
A!i;:iha'.t for.Stabll!zaUon ...................................................... , ............................ , 140,258. Gal. ,12 
Ro~:1nq (Al!l~h. Star:i.) ................................................ , ...................................... . 266. Hr, 2.00 
A!ipholt 81ndet ............................................. , ................................................ , ... 15,726, Gal, .13 
Cover Mat~rial ................................................................................................ .. 642. C. Y, 5.50 
Hot -Plant I.A.ix Sail Asphalt Base ................................. ." ........................... ,,., ...... . 99,13 Sta. 25.00 
6'' Subba11e ($'' :<39•- .. 4\fa'') .............................................................................. . 14. Sta, 161.00 
Tot.:!l. Roadway Secuon Aaphciltic Concrete Pav1n(1 .................................................................. , ....................... , .• 
INCIDENTAL CONSTRUCTION 
C!c~.:.i D Unclo.1!1a1!~Qd Excavation ,., .................................... ,,, ..... , ............. ,,,,,,,,,,, 7,041, 
';"';at:1c 8our.d Sur!.::.ce Courae .... , ................................................................. ,,.,,:• l<O, 
Cl::z&a A Cc.ncreto ..................... , ....................................................................... . l6,'il9 
R(,ir.!o:cir.Q Steel .................... , ... ,,,,,,,,,,,,, ..................... ,,,,.,,.,,,,,,.,,,, .. 1,441. 
Sp,oclal :r.lat Ci.::b .............................................................................. , ............. . 49, 
!r.:ot F'rarr.e anc Gr.:.:::<.1 .................................. , ..... ,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,. ..................... .. IS. 
le 11 i'... C. Flpo Sewo: ................................................. , .... , ... , ............. , .......... ,, .. , 60. 
Brick, Concr.:>lo and A1;:iho1' Pavement Rau.oval,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,.,, ................................ . 800, 
t..1i,1.:l P!ato G·..iard R.::J.l ........ ,,,,,,, .. ,, ... , .... ,,,,.,,., .................. ,,,,,,,,,,,,, ............. , ... ,,. 2,290.92 
G~:Cu Pouia .......................... ,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,, .. , .............. , ............................ . l SG, 
Resr' . .:?1r,q Rocdt'.-0:i ·,,,,,.,,,. ,,,.,,.,,,,,.,,.,,,,,, ......... , .......................................... , ... , 5,813 
3" :'ep S01l .................. . 27,168, 
Sorrr.udo Slab Sodding ,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, ............. _ ..... ,,,,,,,,,, .................. ,,, .................... .. 9,0S6, 
~·.::tor F'or Soda1nq .......................... .-.................................................................. . 272, 
F'~r,11J2.ar ............................................. ,,, .. ,,,,,,,,, ........... ,, .. ;,.,,,,,,1 .. ,,,,,,,,,,, ....... . o.as 
Cb!11urcte Abana.;ir.ed Road ............................................................................... . '. 
?r1a.e Mo:orlal ................................................ , .............. ,,,,,,,,,, ........... ,,i ....... . 470, 
S· .. 11colo SoU lcr J.opha1t StaP1li:z:at1on ....................................... , ........................ . 5<9, 
k' . .:.r.~~.1lo:t10;, {A•?fl, Z1ab,) ........ , ...................................................................... . 21, 
A11~:-.:Jlt !or S1cClllzat1or, , ..... ,., .......................................................................... , 7,906, 
R:.::1..-.;,i (Ali;:·r,olt St::ib1UzoUor.) ,,,,,., .................................................................. .. 15. 
Ail;f".::ilt 81r.aer , ................................................................................................ . 790, 
Co·1er /.'.;:;ter1al , ..... , ................................................................ , .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. 32. 
8" r'er!or.::::tea C. M, Pipe Underdraln ............................................... : ................. . 1,215, 
Fi~ • ... ·:.cera.·:::,n Cover M.:iter1al .......................... , ............................................... . 450. 
6'' ;:.,=:;:, Co,.=:-ate Pavlnq ........................................................................ '.''"'''"' 16.8 























































Totc.1, ?nclcun1.::.l Construction .(~on•pav1nq horns) . ., .. ,, .. ;,, ....... , ................................................................. , .... .. 
To1al, Asp.~.altlc Ccr.crete Pav1nq ana Incldental ConatrucUon .................... , ....................................................... . 
Total:. of c:i. Bidders on A6~ho:ac Concrete SecUon aml ·Incidental Construction on Teat Road: 
Metrapo'.~t.:.n ?av1nq Co,, 0:0::lahorr,a city ............................................................................................. . 
~;:-er1.:il ?avln~ Co., Oltlahoma Clty ...... , ... , .... ,,.,,,.,, ............................ , ... ,.;, .............. , ..................... ,,,, 
r. ....... :e: .:vnstrucUon Co., Ada .... , .............................................................................................. ; ....... . 
Ao-.:s ConsttL.ctlon Ca, 1 Cklahar.:.o City .................................................... ,,,,, ....................................... . 
:>::ir;~qren 6, Broo:C.s, Oklahoma CUy .............................. , ............................................................ , ....... .. 
H. :). Youn:;.r.an, Baxter Sprlnq11, Kansas .................................. , ... ,,,,.,,.,,, ............. ; ............................. .. 
:.."ll,rr.:::n 6, Sons, Tulaa .............. ,,.,,,.,,,,, .......................................................................... , ..... , ......... , .. , .. . 

























































APPENDIX A (Continued) 
OKLAHOMA COUNTY -TEST ROAD 
PROJECT fl-130 (10) P. C. CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
(Letting of Augull. 3, 1954) . 
Oklahoma Test Road Bid Prices af Dahlgren & Brooks, Oklahoma City, low biddor at $444,602.31 for 3.853 
miles P. C, Concrete paving beginning just North of Witcher lnterchang<> and extending North to just North 




•'' Sand Cu c;.hion 
6'' P. C. Cor,crete Pavinq ........................... , ........................ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, 
6" Inteqrol Curb ,,,,,,, ....••.•..••.....•.•..... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,, •. , .. ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
Cement for Stab1l1zatior'! ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,, •. ,, .. ,,., 
Su11abla Soll for Soil Cement Baae ,,,,,,,,,,,, ................................................. . 
Ma.nipulaUon (7!4,'• X 13') Soil Cement ......•.•... ,, .. , ...................... , ......... , ...... . 
Primo Material {AsMalt Emulsion AE•S) ... , ............................... ,,.,,,,,,, .• , .. ,. 
Aaphalt Bindar-••••••••·•·····•••••••••••••••••••••••"''"'""''''"''''"'''''''''"''''''''"'"'''''' 
No. l Coyer Material , ........... , .......................... , ...................................... ,. 













S, Y, ,21 
S. Y, 3,96 
L,f', ,70 
Bbl, 4.70 




C. Y, s,so 
c. Y, 6.00 
Total, Roadway St;J ... '-:10n Portland Comont Concrete Pavement ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,. 
INCIDENTAL CONSTRUCTION 
Cla11• D Unclass1fled Excavation •.•• , .. ,,.,, •••••.•.•.•.• , •••••••.••.•. ,,,,,,,,,,,, .•. ,,,,,, ... 
Tra{Hc Sound Surface Courao .................................................................... . 
Claao A Concrete ............. , ...................... , ..• , ....................... , ................... . 
Ro1nforc1nQ Steeil ...................... ,,.!, ......................... ,,;,!.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. , •. ,,,,, 
Special Inlet Curb .......................................................... _ ....................... .. 
lnlot Fraci.o ar,d Grato .............................. , .............................................. .. 
16" A, C. PJpe Sower .......................................................................... ,,,, 
~tal Plate Guard Rail , ..... ,,.,, ... ,............................ . ............... , ............. . 
Guido Poats .......................................................................................... . 
AoahaplnQ Roadbed .......................................................... , .................... ~ .. 
3" Top Soil ................................. , .......................... , ....... , ..................... . 
Bl·rmuda Slab Sod ...... ,,,,,,,i .. ,, .............................................. , .............. .. 
;:;~;ur:;rs~.~~-J.:1.~.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.''.'.·.·.·:.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':.'.'.'.','.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 
6 11 Concrete Dlvidinq Strip ...... ,.,., ................................. , ........................ . 
Ob11tt1rate Abandoned Road .................................... , ... , ............................ ,, 
Coment tor Stablll%atlon ....... , .... , ... , ....... , ...................................... , ......... .. 
Suitable Soll for Soll Cement Baoe ,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,, .•... ,,,., .. , .. ,,,,,, 
~nipulat1on (Soil Cement) , ............. , .................................................... i"" 
Asphalt 81~der ..................... ,,.,' ......... , .... ,,,.,,:,"''''""'!''"''''""'"'""""'': .. 
No. l Coyer Material .................................... ,. ........................ , ............... .. 
No, 2 Cover Material ............................ ,,,.,.,,.,,,,.,, .... , ...... , ......... , ............ ,, 
6'' Per!orated C, M, Plpe Underqraln "'''""'"'''''""'''"'"""'''"!'''"''"'"'""' 
Ptpa Ur.derd.raln Covor Material , ........................... , ................................... , 
6" P, C, Concretei Pavement , ................ .,., .............................................. . 
Prlma Mgterial (A£•S) ..................... , ....... , .............................. , ....... , ..... , .. . 


















































































Total, lnctden1al Conatri.tctlon (non-paving 1teina) ................ , .. ,, ... , .. , ................................ i, .................... ! 
Total, Portland Cement Conerute and lnct~en,al ConetruoUoo 
Total• oi AU Bid.derti on P, C, C, Sectlon of Teiat Road; 
Dohlqrcn .C:. ·ooi:o, Oklahoma City ,,,.,,,,, .............................. ,. ......................... , ...... ! .. ""'"" 
lmperJo .nq Co,! Oklahoma City , ..........••• ,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,0• 
Jacii; Br!s.coe, St11lwaier ..................................................................................................... . 
Standard Pavinqo Co, 1 ~rultia .................................. ,., ............. ~ ............................................ ". 
Worth Conotructlon Co •• fart Worth, Texae, .. , ............ ,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ........ ,.,,,.,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
Am.is Construction Co,, Oklahoma Ci,y ,,.,,.,,,:··················"'"'''•'!''"''"''''''''''''''''''"''"''''''''''' 
Boecking C,.~.~iuc:,IJ.on:Co-!', ..Qkl(U\Oma C:'tY , .. , •. ~ ......... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ...................... , .............. .. 
Amo,uu 















































STATE OF OKLAHOMA .. 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
COMPTROLLER DIVISION= ACCOUNTS AND BUDGET BRANCH 
February 15j 1962 
SUBJECTg Maintenance Expenditures on Test Road, Oklahoma Countyi for 
period beginning January 1~ 1956 to December 31, 1961 
(6 years)o 
Code 

























Patching 9 Sanding 9 Spot 
Sealing, Etco $ 
Blading, Scarifying 9 
Reshaping, Etc. 




Total Expenditures on Roadway 
Surface 
Patchingi Blading9 
Reshaping 9 Etc. 
Seeding 9 Sodding 9 Planting 
Stabilizing soil cement 
Total Expenditures on Shoulders 
and Side Approaches 
Repairing Cuts 9 Fills~ S1opes9 
Drainage 
Retaining Walls 9 Rip=Rap 9 
Fences 9 Etc. 
Mowing 
Cutting Brush, Removing Trash 
Heavy Grading 
Total Expenditures on Roadside 
Traffic Lines 
Signs and Markers 
Guard Rails and Guide Posts 
Roadside Parks 
Watchman? Road Magnet 3 Detour 















































APPENDIX B (Continued) 
Code 




Snow and Ice Removal~ 
Snow Fences~ Sanding~ 
Etc. 
Disaster Work~ Storms~ 
Floods Etc. 
Total Expenditures Emergency 
Repairs 
Cleaning and Repairing 
Culverts 
Installing Culverts 
Total Expenditures on 
Structures Under 20 Ft. 
Total Routine Maintenance 





37 Other Expense 










































ACCOUNTS AND BUDGET BRANCH 
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APPENDIX C 
INTEREST FACTORS TO BE USED IN CALCULATING PRESENT WORTH*. 
10% Compound Interest Factors 
Sin~le Payment Equal Pa~ent Series 
Present Worth Factor Present Worth Factor Capital Recovery Factor 
l!l PSi.=n PRi=n RPi-n 
(XXXX) (XXXX) (XXXX) 
1 0.9091 00909 1.10000 
2 008264 1o736 0057619 
3 007513 2.487 o.40211 
4 0.6830 3.170 0.31547 
5 0.6209 30791 0.26380 
6 0.5645 40355 0.22961 
7 0.5132 4.868 0.20541 
8 o.4665 5.335 0.18744 
9 Oo4241 5.759 0.17364 
10 0.3855 6.144 0.16275 
11 0.3505 6.495 0.15396 
12 003186 60814 0014676 
13 002897 7ol03 0.14078 
14, 0.2633 70367 0.13575 
15 0.2394 70606 0.13147 
16 0.2176 7.824 0012782 
17 0.1978 8.022 0 .. 12466 
18 0.1799 8.201 0.12193 
19 0.1635 8.365 Ooll955 
20 0.1486 80512 0.11746 
21 0.1351 8.649 Ooll562 
22 0.1228 8.772 0.11401 
23 0.1117 80883 0.11257 
24 0.1015 8.985 0.11130 
25 0.0923 9.077 0.11017 
26 0.0839 9.162 0.10916 
27 000763 9.237 0.10826 
28 0.0693 9.307 0.10745 
29 0.0630 90370 0010673 
30 0.0573 9.427 0.10608 
31 0.0521 9.4?9 0.10550 
32 o.o474 9.526 0.10497 
33 0.04,31 9.569 0.10450 
34 0.0391 9.609 0.10407 
35 0.0356 90644 0.10369 
*Selected from tables given by Thuesen (2). 
Refer to above for other v~lues of nor i. 
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APPENDIX C (Continued) 
5% Compound Interest Factors 
Sin~le Payment Egual Pa~ent Series 
Present Worth Factor Present Worth Factor Capital Recovery Factor 
n PSi=n PRi=n RPi-n 
(XXXX) (XXXX) (XXXX) 
l 0.9524 0.952 1.05000 
2 0.9070 1.859 0.53780 
;; 0.8638 2.723 0.36721 .,/ 
4 0.8227 3.546 0.28201 
5 0.7835 4.329 0.23097 
6 0.7462 5.076 0.19702 
7 0.7107 5.786 0.17282 
8 0.6768 6.463 0.15472 
9 o.6446 7.108 0.14069 
10 0.6139 7.722 0.12950 
11 0.5847 8.306 0.12039 
12 0.5568 8.863 0.11283 
13 0.5303 9.394 0.10646 
ll} 0.5051 9.899 0.10102 
15 0)+810 10.380 0.09634 
16 o.4581 10.838 0.09227 
17 o.4363 11.274 0.08870 
18 o.4155 1L690 0.08555 
19 0.3957 12.085 0.08275 
20 0.3769 12.462 0.08204 
21 0.3589 12.821 0.07800 
22 0.3418 13.163 0.07597 
23 0.3256 13.489 0.07414 
24 0.3101 13.799 0.07247 
25 0.2953 14.094 0.07095 
26 0.2812 14.375 0.06956 
2''ll I 0.2678 14.643 0.06829 
28 0.2551 14.898 0.06712 
29 0.2429 15.194 0.06605 
30 0.2314 15.372 0.06505 
31 0.2204 15.593 0.06413 
32 0.2099 15.803 0.06328 
33 0.1999 16.003 0.06249 
34 0.1904 16.193 0.06176 
35 0.1813 160374 0.06107 
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